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Iowa Army Ammunition Plant (IAAAP) Restoration Advisory Board Meeting
19 September 02

Sharon R. Cotner
FUSRAP Program Manager
St. Louis District, Corps of Engineers

---

Agenda

- Site Visit / Meeting
- Program Oversight
- Other Issues
Site Visit / Meeting

- Conducted an on-site tour on 18 September with the IAAAP and former workers to view FUSRAP sites and receive input from the former workers on AEC operations.
  - Thurman Huffman, Vaughn Moore, Jack Polson attended along with the University of Iowa BAEC Former Workers Program - Kristina Venzke

- Met with site regulators (IDPH & USEPA) and the IAAAP to begin discussions on unresolved issues and develop paths forward for FUSRAP
  - Meeting held 19 September to identify and discuss issues such as; future land use and the next step in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)

19 SEPTEMBER 02

---

Program Oversight

- Program Oversight for FUSRAP is different than ER,A
  - FUSRAP: Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works
  - ER,A: Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations and the Environment
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Other Issues

- **Funding**
  - FUSRAP funds ($140 million annual allocation at this time) are allocated to the sites by HQUSACE
  - The IAAAP is not in the FY03 FUSRAP budget
    - FY04 will be the first opportunity to budget for the IAAAP
    - The FY03 budget was developed in FY01, prior to inclusion of the IAAAP in FUSRAP

- **Radiological Flyover**
  - Facilitated development of the Scope of Work with site stakeholders
    - USEPA, IDPH, IAAAP, USACE and OSC
  - Currently facilitating development of the flyover workplan with the stakeholders
  - Ensuring that the data obtained is useable for FUSRAP
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**Other Issues**

- **Federal Facilities Agreement**
  - The USACE position is that the FFA does not apply to FUSRAP. USACE will pursue a new agreement with the USEPA
    - This position was coordinated within the Army (USACE, OSC & AMC)

- **Correspondence**
  - Working on coordinated responses to three letters
    - July 26, 2002 from the U.S. EPA to Col Williams and Col Dennis-Lowman which asks how the FFA will be integrated into FUSRAP
      - Interim response sent to USEPA 9 SEP, meeting held 19 SEP
    - August 5, 2002 from the Office of the Governor to Mr. Fatz and Mr. Smith which asks about the applicability of the existing FFA to the FUSRAP program and asks the EPA program to outline the next steps of the flyover and confirm that funding is available.
      - Response working at HQ
    - August 29, 2002 from the Office of the Governor to Mr. Newsome and Col Williams which asked questions about the responsibility for preparation of a workplan in support of the flyover, detection levels and the relationship between FUSRAP and the FFA
      - Response working
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